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Abstract
The paper deals with the calculation of the gravitational entropy in the context of teleparallel
gravity for de Sitter space-time. In such a theory it is possible to define gravitational energy and
pressure, thus we use those expressions to construct the gravitational entropy. We interpret the
cosmological constant as the temperature and write the first law of thermodynamics. In the limit
Λ≪ 1 we find that the entropy is proportional to volume and ∆S ≥ 0.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of black hole thermodynamics started with the pioneering works of Bekenstein
and Hawking [1, 2]. It was noted that the area of the event horizon behaves as an entropy.
Together with such discovery it was also noted that it has a specific temperature. Thus it
radiates and evaporates leading to a lost on the information inside the black hole, which
apparently violates the second law of thermodynamics. It was the so called information
paradox [3]. Dolan has pointed out that such study was incomplete without the term pdV
in the first law of thermodynamics [4]. However the concept of gravitational pressure is
difficult to establish as the very idea of gravitational energy. The matter of the definition
of gravitational energy has a long story and yet it is a very controversial theme. The
main approaches in this subject are Komar integrals [5], ADM formalism [6] and quasi-local
expressions [7, 8]. In opposition to general relativity, in teleparrallel gravity those quantities
can be well defined.
Teleparallel Equivalent to General Gelativity (TEGR) is an alternative theory of grav-
itation constructed out in terms of the tetrad field on Weitzenbo¨ck geometry. It was first
proposed by Einstein in an attempt to derive an unified field theory [9]. Later it was revived
with a paper entitled “New General Relativity” [10], since then a lot of improvement have
been made in the understanding of gravitational energy and the role of torsion [11, 12]. In
the context of TEGR it is possible to define an expression for gravitational energy which is
invariant under coordinates transformation and dependent on the reference frame. Those
features are present in the special theory of relativity and there is no physical reason to
abandon such ideas once dealing with a gravitational theory. Using the field equations of
TEGR, it is possible to define an expression for the gravitational pressure. Therefore a
natural extension is to define an expression for the gravitational entropy. The advantage of
this procedure is define an entropy in terms of of purely thermodynamical quantities such
as energy and pressure. This will be our main goal in this paper, for de Sitter Universe.
This Universe model is important because it describes an expanding empty space. Thus it
is possible to shed light into the vacuum energy and cosmological inflationary models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the main ideas of Teleparallel
gravity. From field equation we derive the total energy and pressure. In Section III, we
calculate such quantities for de Sitter Universe, then we use the first law of Thermodynamics
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to get the gravitational entropy. To achieve such aim, we have interpreted the cosmological
constant as the temperature of the system. Finally we present our concluding remarks in
the last section.
Notation: space-time indices µ, ν, ... and SO(3,1) indices a, b, ... run from 0 to 3. Time
and space indices are indicated according to µ = 0, i, a = (0), (i). The tetrad field is
denoted by ea µ and the determinant of the tetrad field is represented by e = det(e
a
µ). In
addition we adopt units where G = kb = c = 1, unless otherwise stated.
II. TELEPARALLEL EQUIVALENT TO GENERAL GELATIVITY (TEGR)
Teleparallel gravity is a theory entirely equivalent to general relativity, however it is
formulated in the framework of Weitzenbo¨ck geometry rather than in terms of Riemann
geometry. Weitzenbo¨ck geometry is endowed with the Cartan connection [13], given by
Γµλν = e
a
µ∂λeaν , where e
a
µ is the tetrad field, thus the torsion tensor can be calculated in
terms of this field by
T a λν = ∂λe
a
ν − ∂νe
a
λ . (1)
Such a geometry keeps a relation to a Riemannian manifold, for instance we note the the
Cartan connection and Christofell (0Γµλν) symbols are related by a mathematical identity,
which reads
Γµλν =
0Γµλν +Kµλν , (2)
where
Kµλν =
1
2
(Tλµν + Tνλµ + Tµλν) (3)
is the contortion tensor. The tetrad field, which is the dynamical variable of the theory,
is obtained from the metric tensor. Thus Weitzenbo¨ck geometry is less restrictive than
Riemann geometry, for each metric tensor it is possible to construct a infinite number of
tetrad fields. This apparent arbitrary behavior is amended once we recall the interpretation
of the tetrad field. The component e(0)
µ is associated to the four-velocity of the observer,
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then for each reference frame there exists only one tetrad field. In fact we have to make use
of the acceleration tensor to completely settle the state of an observer [14], since it could be
in rotation as well in translation.
If one tries to construct the curvature from the Cartan connection, he/she will find out
that it vanishes identically. Hence the Weitzenbo¨ck geometry is described by a vanishing
curvature and the presence of torsion. The Riemann geometry, as it is well known, has a
vanishing torsion and a non-vanishing curvature tensor. Therefore making use of the identity
(2) to construct the scalar curvature, it leads to
eR(e) ≡ −e(
1
4
T abcTabc +
1
2
T abcTbac − T
aTa) + 2∂µ(eT
µ) , (4)
where e is the determinant of the tetrad field and R(e) is the scalar curvature constructed
out in terms of such a field. It should be noted that the metric tensor alone does not establish
a geometry. From the above identity, we see that it is possible to construct a tetrad field
adapted to a specific reference frame which induces, for the same metric tensor, both, a
curvature in riemannian manifold and torsion in a Weitzenbo¨ck geometry. By means the
very same above identity, it is possible to find the counterpart of Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian
density for teleparallel gravity, thus, up to a total divergence (which plays no role in the
field equations), it reads
L = −ke(
1
4
T abcTabc +
1
2
T abcTbac − T
aTa)− LM , (5)
where k = 1/16pi, Ta = T
b
ba, Tabc = eb
µec
νTaµν and LM stands for the Lagrangian density
for the matter fields. This Lagrangian density can be rewritten as
L ≡ −keΣabcTabc − LM , (6)
where
Σabc =
1
4
(T abc + T bac − T cab) +
1
2
(ηacT b − ηabT c) . (7)
The field equations can be derived from Lagrangian (6) using a variational derivative
with respect to eaµ, they read
eaλebµ∂ν(eΣ
bλν)− e(Σbν aTbνµ −
1
4
eaµTbcdΣ
bcd) =
1
4k
eTaµ , (8)
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where δLM/δe
aµ = eTaµ. The field equations may be rewritten as
∂ν(eΣ
aλν) =
1
4k
e ea µ(t
λµ + T λµ) , (9)
where T λµ = ea
λT aµ and
tλµ = k(4ΣbcλTbc
µ
− gλµΣbcdTbcd) . (10)
In view of the antisymmetry property Σaµν = −Σaνµ, it follows that
∂λ
[
e ea µ(t
λµ + T λµ)
]
= 0 . (11)
Such equation leads to the following continuity equation,
d
dt
∫
V
d3x e ea µ(t
0µ + T 0µ) = −
∮
S
dSj
[
e ea µ(t
jµ + T jµ)
]
. (12)
Therefore we identify tλµ as the gravitational energy-momentum tensor [15, 16].
Then, as usual, the total energy-momentum vector is defined by [17]
P a =
∫
V
d3x e ea µ(t
0µ + T 0µ) , (13)
where V is a volume of the three-dimensional space. It is important to note that the above
expression is invariant under coordinate transformations and it transforms like a 4-vector
under Lorentz transformations. The energy-momentum flux is given by the time derivative
of (13), thus by means (12) we find
Φa =
∮
S
dSj e e
a
µ
(
tjµ + T jµ
)
. (14)
If we assume a vacuum solution, e.g. a vanishing energy-momentum tensor of matter
fields, then we have
dP a
dt
= −
∮
S
dSj
[
e ea µt
jµ
]
. (15)
which is the gravitational energy-momentum flux [18]. Using the field equations (9), the
total energy-momentum flux reads
dP a
dt
= −4k
∮
S
dSj ∂ν(eΣ
ajν) . (16)
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Now let us restrict our attention to the spatial part of the energy-momentum flux, i.e. the
momentum flux, we have
dP (i)
dt
= −
∮
S
dSj φ
(i)j , (17)
where
φ(i)j = 4k∂ν(eΣ
(i)jν) , (18)
we note that the momentum flux is precisely the force, hence, since dSj is an element of
area, we see that −φ(i)j represents the pressure along the (i) direction, over and element of
area oriented along the j direction [16]. It should be noted that all definitions presented in
this section follow exclusively from the field equations (9).
III. THE GRAVITATIONAL ENTROPY FOR DE SITTER SPACETIME
The de Sitter space-time is defined by the following line element
ds2 = −
(
1−
r2
R2
)
dt2 +
(
1−
r2
R2
)−1
dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θdφ2 , (19)
where R =
√
3
Λ
and Λ is the cosmological constant. Such a space-time works as a model
of an expanding Universe, thus many inflationary models of the early Universe make use of
this feature [19–21].
Let us choose the following tetrad field adapted to a stationary reference frame
ea µ =


A 0 0 0
0 A−1 sin θ cosφ r cos θ cosφ −r sin θ sinφ
0 A−1 sin θ sin φ r cos θ sin φ r sin θ cosφ
0 A−1 cos θ −r sin θ 0


(20)
where A =
(
1 − r
2
R2
) 1
2
and its determinant is e = r2 sin θ. Thus the non-vanishing compo-
nents of the torsion tensor are
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T001 = −
r
R2
,
T212 = r
[
1−
(
1−
r2
R2
)−1/2]
,
T313 = r sin
2 θ
[
1−
(
1−
r2
R2
)−1/2]
. (21)
In order to calculate the gravitational energy and pressure we need the components Σµνλ,
thus after some algebraic manipulation we find that the non-vanishing ones are
Σ001 =
1
r
[(
1−
r2
R2
)− 1
2
− 1
]
,
Σ212 =
1
2r3
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
,
Σ313 =
1
2r3 sin2 θ
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
. (22)
Hence, substituting the above components into eq. (13) for a = (0), it is possible to find the
total energy and it reads
E = r0
(
1−
√
1−
r20
R2
)
, (23)
where r0 is the radius of a spherical 3-dimensional hypersurface of integration. In addition
we have make the identification E ≡ P (0). It should be noted that such expression already
appeared on reference [22].
Similarly the radial pressure can be constructed from the components φ(i)j which is given
in terms of the components in (22). Thus after some simple calculations, we find
φ(1)1 = −4k cosφ sin2 θ
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
,
φ(2)1 = −4k sinφ sin2 θ
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
,
φ(3)1 = −4k sin θ cos θ
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
. (24)
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Then we construct a radial φ, which is denoted by φ(r)1, by means the relation
φ(r)1 = sin θ cosφφ(1)1 + sin θ sinφφ(2)1 + cos θφ(3)1 , (25)
it yields
φ(r)1 = −4k sin θ
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
. (26)
The radial pressure is given by
p(r) =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ pi
0
dθ(−φ(r)1) , (27)
therefore, we obtain
p(r) =
[√
1−
r2
R2
−
(
1−
2r2
R2
)]
. (28)
Once the energy and pressure are given, we can turn out our attention to the entropy
itself. It is a thermodynamical potential linked to the variation of energy and volume, i.e.
TdS = dE + pdV , (29)
where T is the temperature (considered constant) and S is the entropy. The change in
the volume is realized through the variation of r0, thus pdV = p(r0)dr0. The total energy
also changes with the variation of r0. In this system we have two parameters r0 and the
cosmological constant, the first one is linked to the volume while the second one has to play
the role of a temperature. As a consequence we suppose the temperature could be given by
an arbitrary function of the cosmological constat, T = f(Λ). Therefore the energy will vary
with the change of the temperature. We’ll use the cosmological constant as the temperature.
Therefore the first law of Thermodynamics simply reads
ΛdS =
∂E
∂r0
dr0 + p(r0) dr0 , (30)
then the gravitational entropy is given by
S(r0) =
(
1
Λ
)∫ (
∂E
∂r0
+ p(r0)
)
dr0 ,
which yields
S(r0) =
(
1
Λ
)r0
(
2r20
3R2
−
1
2
√
1−
r20
R2
)
+
R
2
arctan

 r0/R√
1−
r2
0
R2



 . (31)
If Λ≪ 1 then
S(r0) ≈
(
11V
48pi
)
which is proportional to the volume rather than the area as obtained in the reference [2] in
the context of black holes. It should be noted that, in this limit, ∆S ≥ 0, since de Sitter
Universe is in expansion.
Now let us allow the temperature Λ to change. With such a procedure we are interested
on the specific heat at constant volume CV . Thus
CV =
(
∂E
∂T
)
V
,
where keeping a constant volume means to have a constant r0, since V =
4pi
3
r30. Therefore
we have
CV =
r30
3
√
1−
r2
0
R2
, (32)
this quantity gives the information on how the gravitational energy changes on the variation
of the cosmological constant.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article we have obtained the gravitational entropy for de Sitter space-time in the
framework of teleparallel gravity. Such a result was obtained by purely thermodynamical
quantities, i.e. using concepts such as energy and pressure, that can be defined in TEGR,
we have derived an expression for the entropy. To obtain this we have used the first law of
Thermodynamics in which the cosmological constant plays the role of the temperature. We
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have assumed that because we have only two parameters in this system, the radius of the
hyper-surface of integration, r0, which dictates how the volume varies, and the cosmological
constant, Λ. Thus the temperature has to be a function of the cosmological constant, we
just have assumed the simplest form for it. We investigated the entropy in the limit Λ≪ 1.
We have obtained that the entropy is proportional to the 3D volume, yet the entropy always
increases in this case, e.g. ∆S ≥ 0. Then we have relaxed the condition T = Λ = const. to
obtain the specific heat at constant volume, thus we derived the energy with respect to the
cosmological constant, keeping r0 constant. If we have used the same Hawking temperature,
obtained in the context of Schwarzschild black hole, T = 1/2pi, then, in the limit Λ ≪ 1,
it would neither be possible to find that the entropy is proportional to the area nor to
establish a specific heat, since the temperature is a constant. Therefore the only possibility
that generates an expression for the entropy independent on the temperature, in such a limit
is T = αΛ, where α is an arbitrary constant.
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